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1- Which of the following items means "bearer shares"?
1.  

2.   

3.

 

4. 



2- What is the best translation for the phrase "on no account"?
1.   

2.    

3.   

4.    !"

3- What is the name of a company formed between two or more individuals with joint and several

responsibility under a special name for the purposes of trade?
1. general partnership

2. joint stock

3. limited liability

4. proportional liability

4- The provisions of these articles must be observed by proportional liability partnerships.
1. # $% %

2. #

3. &  "' 

4. # ( %

 &  

5- What is the English equivalent of the word "$#.!"?
1. share certificate

2. balance sheet

3. written application

4. notice of call

6- What is the meaning of "pro tento"?
1. ) *

2. ) +,#

3. ).

4. ) '.

7- Winding up and liquidation of the company shall be in compliance with the provisions of the

Commercial Code.
1.



2. /+

3. 012  3

4. 4+

8- A transaction between two people who are not of age, nor in their proper senses nor mature is

invalid because of their incompetence.
1. &" %"

2. %+3 5#%

3. &6 %"

4. 5* 78 9:

9- Which of the following words is the English equivalent of "$45"?
1. release from the obligation

2. cancellation of the bargain

3. set off and recoupment

4. acquisition of the debt

10- Which of the following words is the best equivalent for "  /6"?
1. notariate

3  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. notar

3. notary
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4. notarial
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11- Which of the following words means "%< =.<'?
1. entitled

2. binding

3. beneficiary

4. liable

12- Among the following items, which one is the equivalent of "annex"?
1. ;-

2. <=

3. 3>'

4. ? @A

13- The contract comes into force in accordance with Ar#cle 24.
1. #

 B3 :" 

2. %C

3. D

 3 " E  

4. D

 9 
 F F  G

14- What is the meaning of the underlined part in the following sentence?

"The buyer undertakes to establish the letter of credit pursuant to Ar#cle 11."
1.  

2. # 

3. / 

4.   

3. functional

4. approval

3. H"

4. IJ

3.

4. %; K 

15- Which of the following words means "/5#"?
1. confidential

2. provisional

16- What is the meaning of the word "levy"?
1. 

2. '

17- What kind of a bank is a "state bank"?
1.

' K 

2. 01D  K 

+J K 

18- What is the Farsi equivalent of the word "irrevocable"?
1.

I#

2. LA 9:

3. LA M 

4. &D N 3 O

3. endorsed

4. aggregated

3. ;

4. 0D

19- What is the meaning of " ?@A ,BC"?
1. legalized

2. notified

20- What is the meaning of "livestock"?
1. '>

2. F.

21- What is the English equivalent of " $#"?
1. classification clause

2. bill of lading

3. contract of carriage

4. shipping document
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22- What is the meaning of "commercial invoice"?
1.



2.

D

3. /. NQ  N; %

P MI; 

4. R%:

D

3. 

D

23- What is the meaning of "consignment note"?
1. F. S  %

2. F. S

D

4.

  

24- What is the English equivalent for "BA D,"?
2. settlement

1. credit

3. reputation

4. association

25- What is the meaning of the underlined part in the following sentence?

"I am writing to inform you that you now have an overdraft of $ 158 on your current account."
1. 0% 

2. 0  :"

3. $T MI;

4. %U ';

3. :" 5JV

4. % $% 

26- What is the meaning of "credit balance"?
1.  I $% 

2. :"

';

27- Which of the following items is an equivalent of "@A @BE/#"?
1. appreciate

2. pledge

3. approve

4. enclose

28- I enclose an audited copy of the company's current balance sheet, which I imagine you will wish to

inspect.
1. 0  :"

2. 0% 

3.

 I; &# 

4. 0 

29- There would be an addi#onal 2 % del credere commission if the agent is willing to guarantee the

customer's accounts.
1. W'J &3 & C

2.  /6= $% . 5

3. &;

4. 0+> 

DV

D% 

30- Which of the following items refers to ".F  /GH"?
1. tankers

2. container vessels

3. passenger liners

4. tramp vessels
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